Reducing the risk
of privileged credentials
Cloudbridge brings Privileged Task Management to your Microsoft
infrastructure to reduce the risks of data breach and human error.
Allowing administrators to have privileged access to your systems and
applications is a dangerous practice. Even if elevated credentials are only
assigned temporarily, you have no way of knowing what changes were made
by the administrator. Cloudbridge solves this problem by bringing Zero-Trust
to the Microsoft ecosystem.

REDUCE THE RISK OF ELEVATED CREDENTIALS
With Cloudbridge PTM (Privileged Task Management) platform, you don’t need to assign
elevated credentials. Cloudbridge lets you model tasks and then delegate those tasks to staff
as required. Staff will never have access to native credentials and all access will be tightly
controlled through defined tasks.

JUST ENOUGH ADMINISTRATION
Putting unlimited power in the hands of people that manage all systems without any
oversight is a dangerous practice. Using Cloudbridge, you can put extremely granular
limits on the tasks that administrators and help desk staff are allowed to perform. With
Cloudbridge, just enough administration becomes a reality.

GREATER RELIABILITY THROUGH AUTOMATION
Your IT admins and helpdesk staff perform a lot of manual administration in their workday.
From adjusting a policy to editing a user, these tasks are laborious and often involve
multiple systems (O365, AD, ITSM, IAM, etc) Each touch point creates a risk. With Cloudbridge
automation, these routine tasks get moved into the cloud and execute automatically. You
can rest assured that the task is performed reliably and without delay.

ELIMINATE THE BURDEN OF PROOF AND SIMPLIFY COMPLIANCE
In today’s world of increasing compliance and government oversight, your job of proving
things is becoming far more difficult and the fines of non-performance are frightening. With
Cloudbridge, every user task is completely audited. The “who, what, where and when” are all
automatically generated for every single task, no matter how simple or complex.

DESIGNED TO FIT YOUR BUSINESS
Cloudbridge is unique. Cloudbridge focuses on your business operations. Tasks are businesstasks that can cross multiple people and multiple systems. This results in streamlined
operations that save you time and money.

MINIMIZE RISK OF STAFF DEPARTURE
The people that run your systems are critical to your business. By automating your privileged
tasks you put the operational knowledge into the system. This hardens your operations,
resulting in risk and cost reduction when staff leave.

SECURE POWERSHELL IN YOUR ORGANIZATION
PowerShell is an essential technology in IT operations, but unmanaged PowerShell scripts
create a gaping hole in your security. Cloudbridge solves this problem by providing a
centralized portal for managing your scripts. Credentials are protected in a vault, script
changes and executions are audited, integrated code-signing makes it simple to protect
scripts. Role based access determines who can access your scripts and what they can do with
them and then data that is produced.

ABOUT
CLOUDBRIDGE
Cloudbridge’s solutions re-imagine IT
management. By enabling true automation,
we empower organizations to reduce their
security exposure, reduce their operational
costs and embrace new technologies in
ways that empower their business.

“

CLOUDBRIDGE HELPS THINKTEL PROTECT THEIR
CUSTOMERS’ DATA.
“The Cloudbridge Privileged Task Management solution allows administrators to
control user and group access to objects or system actions according to the role
the user or group is expected to perform within the organization. This is enabled
without having to grant any underlying native access which could compromise
important customer data.”
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